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A simple but general parallel programming language is considered. The  semantics 
of programs is defined in a concise and natural way using relations. "Verification 
condit ions" derived from the semantic definitions enable Floyd's method of  proving 
correctness to be applied to the parallel programs. Proofs of propert ies of programs 
using the verification conditions are claimed to be more systematic versions of  the 
informal arguments  normally used to check parallel programs. A program simulat ing 
an elementary airline reservation system is given, and several properties of the program 
are demonstrated using the technique. 
INTRODUCTION 
The method of Floyd [2] (see also [6]) for proving assertions about programs has not 
yet become awidely used technique. Part of the reason for this may be that the method 
requires a discipline of thought hat programmers may find both unfamiliar and 
unnecessary. For the simple programs on which the method is usually demonstrated, 
a sceptical programmer could maintain that he finds the proofs harder to understand 
than the original programs. 
The situation changes however when we consider programs in languages of greater 
semantic omplexity. (Complex programs in simple languages probably just result in 
more complex proofs, and the situation remains essentially the same.) For example 
recursive programming requires a more "inductive" type of reasoning than does 
iterative programming, and producing correctness proofs requires a little clerical 
effort rather than a mental leap (see [7]). 
Parallel programming also requires a different type of reasoning; one can rely much 
less on the "obvious." Since such programs include operating systems, airline reserva- 
tion systems and the like, it is crucial that this reasoning be correct. Parallel programs 
are difficult to debug, and the "proof by test cases" approach is even more unreliable 
than for sequential programs. The programmer's confidence in his program has to 
come from very careful analysis of possible situations. Any proof method that ensures 
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that he has considered all eventualities can only be helpful (provided it is not impossibly 
tedious). 
The adaptation of the assertion method that we present here results in proofs that 
are not unnecessarily tedious, and that follow the sort of reasoning that the programmer 
would ordinarily have to make. However, the method is not based on such informal 
reasoning but on a rigorous definition of the semantics of parallel programs. In this 
respect it differs from other applications of the method of Floyd to parallel programs 
(see, for example [5]). 
It must be emphasized that the method presented here simply allows one to prove 
that a program (system) has particular properties. Whether these properties are 
su~cient o pronounce the system correct or not is outside the scope of this paper. 
The whole question of what it means for a system to be correct will be considered in a 
subsequent paper. 
PARALLEL PROGRAMS 
We wish to keep our parallel programming model as general as possible. All we 
require is that the model allow a number of computations to be taking place quasi- 
simultaneously, i.e., the computations can proceed more or less independently but there 
is some basic level at which no two operations can occur actually simultaneously (or 
if they do then the effect must be the same as if one preceded the other). Any sort of 
synchronization or roadblocking is allowed, and new parallel computations can be 
initiated and old ones terminated. 
No matter how we specify the syntax of such programs, by means of constructs like 
"fork" and "join" or by coroutines or tasking, the specification of the semantics must 
allow nondeterminism. An easy way to do this is in terms of nondeterministic programs, 
and one is tempted to take nondeterministic programs as the model, and relegate 
the usual sorts of parallel programs to the status of convenient syntactic descriptions 
that are possible in special cases. This was the approach taken in Karp and Miller [4] 
and to some in extent in Ashcroft and Manna [1]. (In the latter a conventional parallel 
programming language was considered that used forks and joins, but properties of 
such programs had to be proved indirectly by way of the corresponding nondeter- 
ministic programs.) 
Although quite general, the representation f a parallel program by a nondeter- 
ministic program has several drawbacks. In particular, the size of the nondeterministic 
program is some exponential function of the size of the original parallel program. 
Besides being cumbersome, this means that proofs of correctness tend to be very long. 
In fact, they are often longer than they need be by an exponential factor. This is 
because the various quasisimultaneous computations are usually designed by the 
programmer to work despite their interactions, and rarely because of the interactions. 
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In other words, enough limitations are imposed, in the form of critical sections and 
synchronizations, to ensure that each computation can be considered largely indepen- 
dently of the others. The effort of proving n parallel computations correct should then 
be roughly linear in n rather than exponential, but the latter is the case if we consider 
the corresponding nondeterministic program. 
In this paper we shall specify the syntax of parallel programs using simple fork and 
join constructions. Synchronization and critical section features can be introduced by 
means of constraints on the execution of statements in particular situations. We shall 
define the semantics of each parallel program in a natural way in terms of relations. 
The specification of these relations is directly linked to the program itself and is just 
as concise. The verification condition used for proving properties of the program is 
directly obtained from these relations. 
Syntax of Parallel Programs 
A "parallel program" P consists of 
(i) a domain f ie  of "memory states." Intuitively, each m ~ M e contains 
values for all the variables used by the program; 
(ii) a set of "basic operations" Gp = {gl, g2, g3 ,...} where gi : 31e --+ 3/Ie ; 
(iii) a set of "basic tests" Qe - {ql, qz, qa .... } where each q~ _C Me (a relation 
on Me); 
(iv) a set L e = {L1, L 2 .... } of symbols called "labels." The set C e = 2 L8 (the 
set of all subsets of Le) will be called the set of "control states;" 
(v) a set Sp = {sl, s 2 .... } of labeled statements, using Ge and Qe,  with s 1 
being the "initial statement;" 
(vi) a set of "constraints" stopse,  where a constraint is an element (c, l) of 
Ce • Le such that l q~ c. 
A "labeled statement" can be of one of the following six forms: 
(i) Li : do g~ then go to L~ (operation) 
(ii) L; : if qj then go to L~ else go to L~ (test) 
(iii) Li : go to L~,  L~2 ,..., L~j (fork) 
(iv) L~,  L~, ..... L~, : go to L~- (join) 
(v) L~ : go to one o fL~,  L~2 ..... L% (branch) 
(vi) L, : HALT  (halt) 
where Li , Lj , L~ , Lh , L,~ ,..., L~ , Lo~ ,..., LB~ are labels. 
Each label in Le must occur exactly once labeling some statement in Se (i.e., before 
the colon). The initial statement s 1 is labeled with L~. 
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EXAMPLE. An example program is represented iagrammatically, in Fig. 1, with 
the labels of statements on the edges leading to those statements. 
Notation for Constraints 
It is convenient to regard stopsp as a relation on C e • Lp ,  and say, for example, 
c stopsv l. We extend stopse to Cp X Cp : for c], c 2 ~ Cp, cx stopse c 2 if and only if 
q stops? 1 for all l E c~. 
We also define a relation stopp which extends the first argument of stopse to sets 
of control states: for C C_ Ce,  c ~ Cp, C stope c if and only if c' stopse c for all c' E C. 
( coRK) 
l I 
N_ (  oRK -) t I 
LI4 STOPS LI5 
FlO. 1. Example of a parallel program. 
We will always omit set braces around singleton sets when no confusion results, 
e.g., Li stopsv Lj means {L/} stopsv L~., and (/,1, Lz ..... Ln) stope L~ means 
{{L]}, {L~},..., {L~}} stopv L j ,  i.e., {Li} stopsv Lj for 1 ~ i ~< n. 
We also define a converse of stopse which we call allowsp : for c ~ Ce,  l~Lp ,  
c allowsp l if, for all c' _C c, c' s topse  l is false. Extending allowsp to Cp • Cp : 
c~ allowsv c2 if, for all l ~ c 2 , cl allowse 1. 
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Semantics of Parallel Programs 
To describe an execution of a program P we need not only the memory state at each 
instant, but also the control state. The control state represents he statements reached 
in the program; they are about to be executed at the instant in question. 
Accordingly we let Z e = Me • Ce be the set of "states." 
We may describe an execution of P in the following intuitive way. We think of a 
control state as a set of markers on the corresponding statements. We start off with 
a state consisting of a single marker on the initial statement s 1(i.e., the initial control 
state is {L1}), and with some initial memory state m 0 . At each step in the computation, 
with state (m, c), we choose some marker 1 ~ c at random such that c allowse l (and 
if l marks a join, we require that all labels l' of the join be marked, and c allowse l'). 
I f  l marks an operation, then that statement is executed, m changes to g,(m) for some 
basic operation gi and the marker is moved to the next statement, changing c. In all 
other cases m is left unchanged, but c is updated. If l marks a test, then the marker is 
moved to the appropriate next statement, depending on the basic test applied to m. 
If  l marks a fork, then the marker splits into several markers which are moved to the 
statements referred to in the fork. If l marks a join, all the markers on the join are 
fused into one marker which moves to the statement referred to in the join. If l marks 
a branch, then the marker is moved to one of the statements referred to in the branch, 
chosen at random. If l marks a halt, then the marker is removed from c. 
The process is repeated either indefinitely or until no marker may move, or no 
markers are left. Since control states are defined as subsets of L e we will consider a 
program "illegal" if it allows any statement ever to get two markers. Syntactic restric- 
tions could be imposed to ensure this, the details of which we shall not be concerned 
with here. (In fact it would not be difficult o remove this restriction and allow control 
states to be multisets instead of sets of labels.) 
EXAMPLE. A little study will show that in the example program of Fig. 1, the big 
loops on the left and right are synchronized. The constraint ensures that the program 
is legal. 
The formal definition of the semantics of P will be in two stages. Firstly we will 
define a next-state relation s for every statement s in S e , and then we will give a 
next-state r lation Se for the whole program. To do this we first introduce the following 
important notation. 
Control State Decomposition Notation 
For A, c E Ce , 
A -k c = A u c if A and c are disjoint, undefined otherwise. 
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We omit set braces on singleton sets: 
A+L i means A+{L~}.  
The Binary Relation s on States 
For (m, c), (m', c') ~ Ze , (m, c) s (m', c') is defined as follows. 
(i) operation: (m, c)Li : do g~ then go to Lk (m', c') if and only if c al lows e L, & 
3A e Cp[c = A + L~ e rn' = g~(m) & c' = A + L~]; 
(ii) test: (m, c)Li : i f  qj then go to Lk else go to Lh(m', c') if and only if 
c al lowse Li & 
3A ~ Cp[c = A + L~ & m = m' & [IF qj(m) THEN c' =A+Lk 
ELSE c' = A + Ln]], 1 
(iii) fork: (m, c)Li : go to L, 1 , L% ,..., L~j(m', c') if and only if c al lowse Li & 
3A ~ C~,[c = A +L~ & m = m' & c' = A + (L, I ,L~2 .... ,L,,}]; 
(iv) join: (m, c)L~l, Lz2,..., L,, : go to Lr c') if and only if 
c a l lowsp {L~,  LB~ .... , LB, } & 
3A z Cp[c = A + {L~, ,L~2 ..... L~,} & m = m' & c' = A + L~]; 
(v) branch: (m, c)Li : go to one of  L~,  L~ ,..., L~j (m', c') if and only if 
c allowse Li & 
3A~Cp[c  = A +L~&m=m'&(c '  = A +L~I  V c '=A +L~2 V 
9 " Vc'  =A +L~)] ;  
(vi) halt: (m, c)L~ : HALT(re' ,  c') if and only if c allowsp Li & 
3A e Ce[c = A + L~ & m = m' & c' =_/t]. 
I f  P is a legal program, the relation s clearly relates the states before and after 
execution of s in the way expected from the previous intuitive description. (If execution 
of s from some state z would result in duplicate markers then the decomposition 
notation would not be defined, and z.s .z '  is false, for all states z'.) 
IF A THEN B ELSE C ~(A&B)  v ( - . tA&C)  ------ (A ~ B)&(~A :~ C). 
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The Binary Relation Sp on States 
For z 1 , Z 2 ~ Zp , ZlSpZ 2 if and only if ZlSZ 2 for some s ~ Sp .  Sp relates possible 
successive states in computations of P. 
Computations of P 
For m o ~ Me,  "a computation of P(mo)" is a sequence of states z1 , z2, z 3 .... , where 
zl = (m0, L1) and z, Spz,+ 1for i = 1, 2, 3 ..... The sequence terminates, if at all, with 
a state z~ for which z~Spz is false for all z ~ Zp.  I f  the control state in z~ is the empty 
set then we have "normal termination," otherwise we have "complete deadlock." 
COMMENTS ON THE PARALLEL PROGRAMMING MODEL 
The model was designed to be simple, yet at the same time general enough to 
describe the more specialized constructs that are found in practical parallel programs. 
In particular the constraints feature is general enough to describe the effects of critical 
sections, synchronization, coroutines, etc. The language is not intended to be a 
practical programming language; it is really a model for parallel programming, a 
language for describing parallel programs. For any program that can be described 
this way we will be able to apply the generalization of the assertion method, to be given 
in the next section. 
One feature of practical parallel programs that is absent in our model is the "finite 
delay property." This property would ensure that, in all computations of a program, 
every marker which is not permanently stopped is eventually moved. 
Besides being very difficult to formalize, the finite delay property is peculiar in that 
it is irrelevant as far the assertion method is concerned. All it does is exclude certain 
infinite computations; it does not prevent any, otherwise possible, situations from 
occurring. It affects properties uch as termination and equivalence, but not "partial 
correctness." For this reason it has not been included in the model. We will comment 
further on this subject in the observations at the end of the paper. 
THE ASSERTION METHOD FOR PARALLEL PROGRAMS 
In the usual assertion method, applied to simple flowcharts, we attach "assertions," 
relations on memory state, to edges in the flowchart. In simple flowcharts we can 
consider control states to be single labels, and labels are attached to edges as we did 
in Fig. 1. Therefore we can think of this attaching of assertions to edges as associating 
the assertions with control states. I f  all the edges have associated assertions we can 
think of all the attached assertions together as specifying a single relation on states: 
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state (m, l) satisfies the relation if and only if m satisfies the assertion attached to L 
This is the way we think of associating assertions with parallel programs, and we call 
the relation on states an "assignment." 
I f  Q is an assignment for P, a unary relation on Z e , we denote by Q~ the relation on 
3 I  e such that Ql (m) r Q(m, {L1} ). QZ is called the "initial assertion" of the assignment; 
intuitively it is the assertion attached to the start of the program. An assignment Q
will be said to be valid if all states produced in computations of P, for initial values 
satisfying the initial assertion QZ, satisfy Q. 
Valid assignments can express significant facts about programs. We shall develop 
a verification condition We,  a relation on assignments, uch that any assignment Q
satisfying We is a valid assignment for P. I f  some desired property of P can be 
expressed in terms of the validity of some assignment, we can prove that P has the 
property by showing that the assignment satisfies We 9 
DEFINITIONS. Let yieldsp be the reflexive transitive closure of Se 9 For q~ C M e 
(think of ~ as an initial assertion), we define a relation on states 4~-producese as 
follows. For z ~ Ze,  
9 -producese (z) if and only if (m, {L1} ) yieldsp z 
for some (initial) memory state m such that q~(m). 
Note that t l , -p roduces /= q~, since yieldse is reflexive. 
A valid assignment for P is a relation Q on states uch that QZ-producese _CQ, i.e., 
for all z ~ Ze , QZ-produeesp(z) ~ Q(z). 
A Verification Condition for P 
Since yieldsp contains the transitive closure of Se,  for any ~ C M e , the relation 
O-producese has the following property. 
PROPOSITION. For all za, ~ ~ Zp,  i f  ~l,-prodttcesp(zl) and z:Sp., 2 then 
tI,-produeesp(z2). 
We can derive from this property a condition We(Q) on an arbitrary relation Q 
on states: 
We(Q) ~ Vzl, z 2 ~ Zp if QZ-producese(zl) and Q(za) and z lSez  2 then Q(z~). 
Note that for Q ~ cl,-produeesp, we have that We(Q), using the proposition and the 
fact that in this case QZ = qo. In general the converse is not true but we have the 
following. 
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"VERIFICATION CONDITION THEOREM. For any assignment Q, if  Wp(Q) then 
Ql-produces~ _c Q, i.e., Q is a valid assignment for P. 
Proof. Assume Ql-producesp ~: Q. Then there exists a state z such that 
Q1-producesp(z), but Q(z) is false. By the definition of Q1-producesp and of yieldsp 
there exists a finite sequence of states z l ,  z 2 .... , z n such that z x = (m, {L~}) for some 
m such that Q~(m), and ziSpz~+ x for i = 1, 2,..., n - -  1, and z n ~- z. Let zj be the 
last state in this sequence for which Q(z,); such a state exists since Q(zl). Nowj  < n 
since Q(zn) is false, so z~+ 1 exists. Note that Ql-producesp(z~), and ~(zj) and 
ziS~zi+ x . Since Wp(Q), we get Q(zj+l) , a contradiction. I 
The condition We can be stated in a more concise and convenient form by first 
defining a relation {s)Q on states, for each statement s e Sp and assignment Q. We 
shall write z{s}Q instead of (s}Q(z), so that our notation deliberately resembles imilar 
notation of Hoare [5]. z{s}Q will be true if executing s from state z (when possible) 
gives a state satisfying ~. 
The Unary Relation {s}Q on States 
For z = (m, c) ~ Zp , z{s)Q is defined as follows. 
(i) operation: (m, c){Li : do g~ then goto Lk} Q if and only if 
VA e Cp[c = A + Li & c allowspL i =~ Q(gj(m), .4 + L~)]; 
(ii) test: (m, c)(L i : if qj then goto L~ else goto Ln}Q if and only if 
VA ~ Ce[c= A + L, & c allowseLi =~ IF  q~(ra) THEN Q(m, A -~- Le) 
ELSE Q(m, A + Lh)]; 
(iii) fork: (m, c){Li : gotoL,  z ,L~, ..... L~j}Q if and only if 
VA e C~[c = A + Li & e allowse Li =z- Q(m, A + {L~x, L~z .... , L~))]; 
(iv) join: (m, c){LBx , La, ..... LB~ : gotoLj}Q if and only if 
VA e C~[c = A + {L~,  LB~ ..... LB, } & 
c al lowse {L~, La~ .... , L~} =~ Q(m, A + L~)]; 
(v) branch: (m, c){L, : goto one o fL~ ,L% ,...,L~}Q if and only if 
VA e Ce[c= A + Li & c allows~ Li =~ Q(m, A + L,~) & 
Q(m, A +L ,2  ) a ... & 
Q(m, A +L.~)]; 
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(vi) halt: (m, c){L~ : HALT}Q ff and only if 
VA E Cp[c = A + L~ Z & allowsvL~ ~ Q(m, A)]. 
I t  follows immediately from the definitions that for z 1 ~ Zv ,  
[V$ ~ Sp, ~'I{S}Q], 
if and only if [gs ~ Se,  gzs ~ Zv,  zxsz~ ~ Q(z2)], 
if and only if [Vz2 ~ Zp , zlSvz~ =~ Q(z2)]. 
We can thus state We equivalently as follows. 
Revised Definition of We 
We(Q) ~ Vz ~ Zv,  [Q*-producesv(z) & Q(z)] ~ Vs e Sv,  z{s}Q. 
In this form we shall call We the "verification condition" for P. 
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USING THE ASSERTION iV[ETHOD 
To prove that an assignment Q for program P is valid one must check that Wp(Q) 
is true. This involves checking that for all states z such that Q*-produeese(z), and all 
statements s ~ Se , 
Q(Z) ~ zCs}Q. 
This is not as formidable a task as it appears for the following reasons. 
First, in practice one would usually check the above condition for all states z, not 
just those for which QZ-producesv(z). This simplifies matters since we don't know 
exactly which states satisfy Qt-produeese (if we did then we could check if Q were 
valid directly). In fact, without loss of generality, we could have left the term 
Qt-producese out of the verification condition We entirely. 
However, if the impossibility of reaching certain states is crucial for certain properties 
of a program to hold, then this impossibility of states must come into the proof of the 
properties omewhere. One way is to explicitly incorporate the impossibility into the 
assignment we wish to prove valid, and check the above condition for all states. 
Alternatively, if we can easily establish separately, from considerations of constraints, 
etc., that certain states are impossible, then we need not add the impossibility 
into the assignment; we simply don't bother to check the above condition for the 
impossible states. This second method makes proofs cleaner. 
Summarizing, the term Qr-producese in the verification condition is just there to 
indicate that we don't need to check impossible states. 
The second observation is that in practice valid assignments end to be surprisingly 
uniform. I f  a program has n statements hen there are 2 '~ control states (though some 
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may be impossible to achieve). It might appear that an assignment would then be 
essentially the union of 2 n different "assertions," one per control state. (These are the 
assertions we would need if we translated the program to a nondeterministic program 
as in Ashcroft and Manna [2].) However, in practice no one could write parallel 
programs if he had to think of every possible control state individually. The program 
must be designed in such a way that it is possible to reason along the lines "if we are 
at this statement then such and such is true, no matter where else we are in the 
program." An assignment then becomes more like the union of n assertions. 
The final observation is related to the previous one. Note that in checking 
Q(z) ~ z{,}Q, 
we need only consider those states z for which Q is already true and only those state- 
ments whose execution can make Q become false. Taken together with the relatively 
uniform nature of Q in practice, this results in a drastic reduction in the number of 
cases we need to consider. 
The most convincing demonstration of these points is probably by an example. 
EXAMPLE: AN ELEMENTARY AIRLINE RESERVATION SYSTEM 
We shall consider a program P which simulates a simple airline reservation system 
for one flight with up to K passengers. Orders to book and unbook customers would 
normally be received by the system from remote terminals in travel agents' offices. 
We do not intend to describe this aspect of the system, and instead will simply simu- 
late the "kernel" of the system where routines for booking and unbooking customers 
are running in parallel, and are called in random fashion. 
There is no subroutine feature in our language, but we will simulate the effect by 
having different copies of the routines for each customer, corresponding to different 
activations of the same subroutines. These subroutines are simply those for booking 
and unbooking acustomer, and we will assume that each customer calls the subroutines 
repeatedly, in random order, with arbitrary delays at any time (since the language 
makes no assumptions about the running rates of separate computations). The copies 
of the subroutines for all the customers are run in parallel, together with a service 
routine to handle the waiting list, which transfers customers from the waiting list to 
the flight list when other customers cancel their bookings. 
For convenience we shall number the customers 1, 2, 3,..., and the outline of the 
system is then as shown in Fig. 2. 
The program maintains two lists of integers, in variables L and W, representing 
the flight list and the waiting list, respectively. Before giving details of the subprograms, 
we will define the basic operations on lists that we shall use. 
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FIG. 2. Outline of airline reservation system simulation. 
Let J be the set of nonnegative integers. For x ~ J* andj  ~ J, o denotes concatenation, 
A denotes the empty list and 
(i) j e x i f  x : a o j  o fi for some ~, fl e J*; 
(ii) add (j, x) = x o j ;  
(iii) remove (j, x) is defined if j e x and then remove (j, x )~ a o fi where 
x = cx o j o fl and  j C a; 
(iv) top(x) is defined if x ~ A, and then top(x) = j where x = j o a, j e~J; 
(v) pop(x) is defined if x vL A, and pop(x) ~ remove(top(x), x). 
The program also associates with the ith customer a variable Mi which will hold 
an integer representing the last message sent to the customer. The message codes 
should be read as follows. 
0 "not listed" 
1 "booking cancelled" 
2 "cancelled from waiting list" 
3 "wait-listed" 
4 "already on waiting list" 
5 "booked" 
6 "already booked" 
7 "transferred from waiting to booked" 
The copies of the booking and cancelling routines for customer i are shown in 
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Figs. 3 and 4. The service routine is shown in Fig. 5. The constraints are as follows 
(for all i, j). 
(i) Bq stopsp Bj5 (i if:j); 
(ii) Bq stopsp T~, T~ stopsp B u ; 
(iii) Cq stops~ T2, (T4, T6) stopv Ci 1 ; 
(iv) {B~ 2, B~8 ) stopp Tg, T9 stopsp {Bq, C~8}; 
(v) {Tv, Ts} stopp (B~, CU}; 
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The booking routine for customer i .  
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The cancelling routine for customer i. 








The routines are straightforward except for use of the variable t. This is used to 
indicate to the service routine how many customers hould be transferred from the 
waiting list to the flight list. (The service routine could just keep topping up the flight 
list when seats became available, but then it would be possible for a customer booking 
at the appropriate instant to circumvent he waiting list and get booked directly.) 
The constraints ensure that the program works correctly. They will all be used in 
proofs of valid assignments. Constraints (i), (ii), and (iii) are used indirectly. They 
effectively set up "critical sections" which ensure that no possible control states can 
contain 
(a) {BIT, B~-} (i :A j), 
(b) {Bi~, T3} , or 
(c) {Ci2, Ta} or {C,,, Tn}. 
This is easily seen by considering the possible previous control states. For example, 
let A + {B,,, T3} be the first control state of type (b) in some computation. The 
previous control state must have been A + {Bi5 , T~} or A + {Bi6, T2}, but from 
both of these the desired transitions are not allowed. Hence A + {Bt6, /'3} does 
not occur. 
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Constraints (iv) make sure that messages from the customer routines and the 
service routines don't get "crossed." Constraints (v) make sure that a customer is 
properly transferred from the waiting list to the flight list before the customer can 
rebook or cancel. The last constraints make sure the system can't "forget" about 
cancelled seats. 
The constraints may appear to be unnecessarily complicated. In a practical program, 
critical sections would be made much larger, and the pattern of constraints would be 
simpler. However the number of constraints (as elements of Ce • Le) would be 
larger, and thus the parallelism, or freedom of action, would be reduced. Of course, 
this would also make the program easier to understand. However we prefer here to 
illustrate the usefulness of the assertion method for really complex programs. 
The Verification Condition for the Airline Reservation System 
To construct the verification condition We we need to specify the basic operations 
and tests of P, or at least find suitable notation for them. The memory states of P 
will be vectors of values for the variabIesL, M, k, x, t and M a , M~ ,.... The assignment 
statements in P each change only one of these values. We shall adopt the notation 
that the basic operation (mapping Mp into Me) associated with each assignment 
statement a will be denoted by [a]. This notation is concise and expresses just the rele- 
vant information: What has been changed. For example if m = (~,/3, ),, 3, E, ~bl, ~b 2.... ) 
(values for L, W, k, x, t and M1, M2 ,..., respectively) then 
[W +- remove (i, W)](m) = (~, remove (i, fi), 7, 8, e, ~b~, ~2 ,---). 
We shall also use this notation for basic tests, e.g., for the same m as above [k = K](m) 
is true if and only if ~, = K. 
For readability we shall specify We using a relation at, representing the assignment, 
which we shall write infix, i.e., for z = (m, c) ~ Zp,  we write m at c instead of at(m, c). 
We can naturally partition the statements in P into 
(a) the outer fork statement, 
(b) the separate subprograms that run in parallel: the routines for each customer, 
and the service routine. 
We will partition We accordingly: 
We(at) ~ Wtork(at) & Wservlee(at) & Wel(at) & We~(at) & "". 
These components are specified as follows (we write conjuncts on separate lines and 
label them for the statement in question). 
Wfork(at) = Vz = (m, c) ~ Ze , VA ~ Ce , if m at c and aC-produces~(z) 
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then 
L l : c  =A4-L1  ~ matA +{T 1,D 1 ,D 2 .... }. 
(book-i and cancel-i) 
Wp (at) ~ Vz ---- (m, c) ~ Zp , gA  ~ Cp if m at c and atl-produces~(z) then 
Di :  c =A +Di~matA +Bi~&matA4-Cq,  
Bil: c =A +B~I 
B~.: c =A+B~ 
Bi~: c =A 4-B~ 
Bi e : 
Bi~ : 
Bi  s : 
Bi  9 : 
Bqo : 
6~1. : 
IF [i ~ W](m) THEN m at A -4- Bi~ ELSE m at A + Bia , 
[M, ~- 4](m) at A + D~, 
&T  7r  THENmatA+B, ,  
ELSE m at A + B,5 , 
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Bq:  c =A 4-B, ,& T 9r ~ [M i+-6](m) a tA  +D~,  
B,5: c -=A+Bi~&(V i )B iT r  3r ~ IF [k - -~K] (m)  
THEN m at A + Bi~ ELSE m at A + BiT, 
c == A + B~, ~ [W+- add(i, W)](m) at A + B~-, 
c ~ A 4- Bi, ~ [k .-- k + 1](m) at A + B;~, 
c=A§  s~[Mi+-3] (m)  a tA+D~,  
c = A + Bi9 ~ [L ~-- add(i, L)](m) at A + B~lo, 
c = A + B~o ~ [M~ ~-- 5](m) at A + D,, 
c = A + Ci~& T4r  T~r  ~ IF [ i~W](m)  
THEN m at A + C~. ELSE m at A + C~,, 
C~, : c = A + C~ =- [W~-- remove(i, W)](m) at A + Ci~, 
Ci3: c =A §  [Mi+-2](m) a tA+D~,  
Cq: c=A+CI~&T7~c&T 8r  THENmatA+C/~ 
ELSE m at A 4- Ci5 , 
C~: c=A+C,~ [M~+-0](m) a tA+D~,  
Ci, : c ---- A + Ci, ~ [L ~-- remove(i, r)](m) at A + C~, 
C;,: c =A +Ci~&Tsr  =~ I t+- - t+ 1](m) a tA+C~s,  
Ci~: c=A +Ci .&T9r  [M~+-l](m) a tA+Di .  
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(service routine) 
Wserviee(at) =--- Vz  = (m, c) ~ Zp , VA ~ Cp , if m at  c and att-produeesp(z) then, 
T 1 : c = A -~- T 1 ~ IF  [t = 0](m) THEN m at  c ELSE m at  A + T2, 
T~: c=A+r  2&(V i ) (c i , r  ~IF[W=A](m)  
THEN m at  A + Tz ELSE  m at  A + T 4, 
7"3: c = A + T3 ~ [k ~-- k --  t](m) at A + Ts , 
T 4 : c = A + T 4 => [x +-- top(W)](m) at  A + Tn, 
T 5: c=A+T 5 .  [ t~-0](m) a tA+T 1, 
T~ : c = A + T 6 ~ [W +-- pop(W)](m) at  A + T 7, 
TT: c=A + TT=~ [ t * - - t - -1 ] (m)  a tA  + T 8, 
Ts:  c = A + T s ~ [L~--add(x,L)](m) at  A + T 9, 
T 9: c=A+719&(Vi)(Bi, 6c&Bi86c):~[M~7](m)atA+T 1. 
Valid Predicates and Their Proofs 
We will first show (A) that the flight never gets overbooked and that the flight is 
fully booked whenever there is a waiting list. Then we will show (B) that for every 
customer, the message he last received always corresponds to his present booking 
status (except for those situations where his status has just changed and a new message 
is about to be sent). 
(A) Number of Passengers Booked 
Intuitively, k is the number of seats reserved on the flight, for passengers already 
on the flight list or for passengers about to be transferred from the waiting list. Since 
K is the number of seats on the flight, we would require that k <~ K at all times. 
Moreover if k < K we would expect he waiting list to be empty. Variable t represents 
the number of passengers to be transferred from the waiting list, so we should expect 
that k = [L ] + t, where ]L [ denotes the length of flight list L. Changes to L are 
accompanied by changes to k or t which will preserve this relationship. However, in 
those situations where L has been changed and k or t has not yet been changed, or vice 
versa, the above relationship will not hold. To correct for these situations we must 
keep account of them. Let 
no. pending(c) = number of labels T8, Bi9 or Ci7 (for some i) in c. 
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Then, it is more true to say that 
k = ]L[  + t + no. pending(c). 
Unfortunately, there is one more situation we must take special account of. In the 
service routine, when the waiting list has become mpty the number of reserved seats 
is reduced by t and t is then set to zero. The above relationship will not hold in the 
situations occurring in between these actions. 
The desired properties will now be expressed as an assignment R 1 : for m = 
(L,  W, k, x, t, M1,  M 2 ,...) E Mp , c ~ Cp , mR1 c if and only if 
(i) (k<K&W=A)  Vk=K,  
(ii) t ~/0,  
(iii) k --  [L ] --  no. pending(c) = i f  Ts ~ c then 0 else t. 
To show that R1 is valid, we actually have to prove a stronger property; we need 
to know for example when k is less than K or W is empty: 





m = (L,  W, k, x, t, 311, M~ .... ) ~ My,  c ~ Cv ,  mR2c if and only if 
W=Awhen T 3~c, 
k = K when Bq E c, for some i, 
k < K when Bi~ ~ c, for some i, 
t > 0 when T2, T4, Toor TT~C.  
PROPOSITION. R3 = R1 n R2 is a valid assignment for P. 
Proof. To check that We(Ra) is true we need only check the transitions (from 
possible states) that can make R 3 false. 
Wrork(Rs) : Executing statement L z cannot make R 3 false. 
Wpt(R3) : The only statements whose execution can affect R a are 
checked below: 
Bq : mRsc & c = A + Bq & "" =~ IF [k = K](m) THEN mR3 A + B~6 
ELSE mR3 A + Bi, .  
Only (v) and (vi) are affected, h = K is necessary for the transition to Bq ,  k < K is 
necessary to get to B~,. Therefore (v) and (vi) are satisfied. 
B~, : mRac & c = A + BiB ~ [W +- add(/, W)](m)Ra A + B~8. 
57z/zo/z-9 
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Only (i) and (iv) affected. Before the transition, (v) implies k = K, therefore (i) is 
satisfied afterwards. No control state can contain {B,6,7"3} , so (v) is satisfied after 
the transition. 
B,,  : mRac & c = A + Bi,  ~ [k+-k  + 1](m)R3 A + Bi, .  
Only (i), (iii), (v), and (vi) affected. Both k and no. pending (c) are increased by one, 
so (iii) remains true. From (vi), k < K before the transition, so (i) is still true after 
the transition. Also, since (v) and k < K are both true before the transition, the 
control state can not contain Bj6 for some j, so (v) is true after the transition. Since 
no control state can contain {BiT , BsT}, (vi) will be true after the transition. 
B,9 : mRac & c = A + B,9 ~ [L +-- add(i, L)](m)R3 A + Bqo. 
Only (iii) is affected. [L ] is increased by one, but no. pending (c) is decreased by one, 
so (iii) remains true. 
C,, : mR3c & c = A + C~6 ~ [L +-- remove(i, L)](m)R 3 A + C,,.  
Only (iii) affected. After the transition, [L ] is decreased by one ( i fL was empty, the 
transition would not be completed), but no. pending (c) is increased by one, so (iii) 
remains true. 
C~ : mR3c & c = A + CiT & Ts r c => [t +-- t + l](m)R3 A +Cq. 
Only (ii) and (iii) affected. (ii) clearly remains true. After the transition, t is increased 
by one, but no. pending (c) is decreased by one. Since T 5 6 c for the transition to 
occur, (iii) remains true. 
Wserviee(R3) : The following are the statements in the service routine 
that can affect R 3 . 
T 1 : mRac & c = A + T 1 ~ IF  [t = 0](m) THEN, . .  
ELSE mR3A + T 2 . 
Only (vii) affected. Since t />  0 by (ii) and t =/= 0 is necessary for the transition, 
(vii) is satisfied. 
T 2 :mRacandc  =A-{-  T 2& ' ' '  :> IF [W=A]  (m) 
THEN mR3A + T z ELSE mR3 A + T 4 . 
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Only (iv) and (vii) affected. (vii) ensures that t > 0 before the transition, so (vii) true 
afterwards. (iv) is satisfied since W = A is necessary for the transition to T a . 
T 3 :mR3c&c =A + T 3=> [k+- -k - - t ] (m)R3A+ T~. 
Only (i), (iii), (v) and (vi) affected. (iv) implies W = A before the transition, and 
t ~ 0 by (ii), therefore (i) remains true afterwards, k is decreased by t, but we move 
to Ts, so right-hand side of (iii) also decreases by t, and (iii) remains true. k does 
not decrease since t ~ 0 by (ii), so (vi) must remain true. No control state can 
contain {Bq, T3} , so (v) is true after the transition. 
T 4 : mRac & c : A + T 4 ::> [x +-- top(W)](m)R 3 A + T 6. 
Only (vii) affected, but it must remain true, since (vii) implies t ~ 0 before the 
transition. 
T 5 : mRac & c : A + T 5 => [t +-- 0](m)R~ A q- T 1 . 
Only (iii) affected, and it remains true because its right-hand side was already zero. 
T 6 : mRac & c : A + T 6 ~ [W-v -  pop(W)](m)R3 A + T 7 . 
Only (vii) affected (shortening W cannot make R 3 false). From (vii), t > 0 before the 
transition, so (vii) is true afterwards. 
T v :mRac&c:A  + T 7 => [ t+- t - -  1](m)R aA+ T s. 
Only (ii) and (iii) affected. By (vii), t > 0 before the transition, (ii) is true afterwards. 
(iii) remains true because t is decreased by one, but no. pending (c) is increased by 
one. 
T s : mRac & c = A + T s ~ [L *-- add(x, L)](m)R3 A + T 9 . 
Only (iii) affected, and it remains true because I L I is increased by one, but no. pending 
(c) is decreased by one. 
No transition can make R3 false, so Wp(R3) is true and R1 n R2 is a valid assignment 
forP .  I 
Thus, any computation of P that starts off with values of L, W, k and t satisfying 
R 1 will always have values satisfying R 1 . 
(B) Correctness o f  ~lessages 
We prove that at positions D i , B i l  and Cil the last message M i received by customer 
i corresponds to his booking status, unless he is in the process of being transferred by 
the service routine. At the same time we check that no double booking occurs. 
We define i-transferringx(c ) to mean T 7 or T s ~ c & x : i; also i-transferring2(c ) 
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means T 9 ~ c & x = i. Then /-transferring(c) means i-transferringl(c ) or 
i-transferring2(c ). 
The assignment Sil We wish to prove valid is 
Sil : For m -~ (L,  W, k, x, t, M1,  Ms, . . . )  ~ Me,  c ~ Ce , rustic if and only if 
(i) M,~2=>i6W&i6L ,  
M i>/5~i~L ,  
2 < Mi < 5 => i ~ W V/-transferring(c), 
when Di , Bq or Ci~ ~ c; 
(ii) i ~ L ~ i 6 W & i 6 remove (i, L); 
(iii) i E W => i 6 L & i 6 remove (i, W). 
To prove Sq is valid we need to prove a stronger assignment Sq = Six n St~ where 
we have: 
St, : For m = (L,  W, k, x, t, M1,  M~ ,...) ~ Me,  c E Ce , mSi c if and only if 
(iv) i 6W&i6L&(2  <M~<5VB~,Ec)  
(v) iELVC iTorC is~c  
(vi) W :~ A 
(vii) x = top(W) 
(viii) i ~ W V i-transferring(c) 
(ix) i ~ w 
(x) i ~ L 
(xi) i ~ W 
(xii) i r L & i 6 W & -7 Ltransferringl(c ) 
when i-transferringa(c), 
when i-transferring~(c), 
whenT  4or T e~c ,  
when T 6 ~ c, 
when Bi2 or Bis ~ c, 
when B,3 or Ci4 E c, 
when Bq , Bil o or Cie G c, 
when Ci~ ~ c, 
when Bin , Bie , BiT, Bi , ,  Ci a , 
Cis, Ci7 or Ci8 G c. 
PROPOSITION. S,3 = Sq n Si2 is a valid assignment for P. 
Proof. To check Wp(Sq) is true we need only check those transitions that can 
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make Sq false. None of the transitions in book j or cancel j, for j ~ i, can do this, so 
we need only check Wtork , We, and Wservle . 
Wfork(Si3 ) : executing L 1 cannot make Si3 false. 
Wt,,(Si~) : The only statements whose execution can make Si~ false are checked below: 
B~ : mSi3c & c = A + B~I ~ IF [i E W](m) THEN mS,3 A + Bi~ 
ELSE mSi, A + B~ . 
Only (viii) and (ix) affected, and both are satisfied by the conditions for the cor- 
responding transitions. 
B,2 : mS,3c & c ~ A + B~ ~ [Mi ~ 4](m)S~ 3 A + D, .  
Only (i) affected, and is satisfied because (viii) is true before the transition. 
B~3 : mS,  c & c = A + B,~ & T 7 r c & Ts 6 c ~ IF [i cL](m) THEN mS~3 A + B~4 
ELSE mSi, A + Bi~ 9 
Only (x) and (xii) affected. (x) is satisfied because i cL  necessary for the transition 
to B~4. From (ix) and because i •L and -7 i-transferringl(c) are necessary for 
the transition to B~5, (xii) is satisfied afterwards. 
Bi4 : mS~3c & c = A - /B~,  & ". ~ [M, +- 6](m)8i3 A + Di.  
Only (i) and (iv) affected. (i) is satisfied because (x) is true before the transition. 
Also (x) and (iv) being true before the transition imply -~ #transferringl(c), so
(iv) is true afterwards. 
B~6 : mS~3c & c = A + B,6 ~ [W +-- add(i, W)](m)S,~ A + B~,. 
Only (ii), (iii), (iv), (vii), and (viii) affected. (xii) is true before the transition, so 
(ii), (iii), and (iv) are satisfied afterwards. (viii) is satisfied by the effect of the 
transition. From (vii) being true before the transition, if T 6 e c then W was 
nonempty before the transition and so (vii) remains true afterwards. 
B,~ :mS,  c & c = A + B~8 ~ [M~+-3](m)Si3 A + D~. 
Only (i) affected, and is satisfied because (viii) was true before the transition. 
B~, : mS~. f & c = A + B~ ~ [L +- add(i, L)](m)S,3 A + B~ o . 
Only (ii), (iii), (iv), and (x) affected. (x) is satisfied by the effect of the transition. 
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Because (xii) true before transition, (iv) is satisfied, and so are (ii) and (iii). 
B~I o : mSi3c & c = A + B,1 o ~ [M i +- 5](m)S~ A + Di .  
Only (i) and (iv) affected, i eL  because (x) is true before the transition, so (i) is 
satisfied. Also -7 i-transferringl(c), from (iv), so (iv) remains true. 
C~ 1 : mS~3c & c = A + C, 1 & ... ~ IF [i ~ W](m) THEN mSi3 A + Ci~ 
ELSE mS,3 A + Cq . 
Only (ix) and (xi) affected. Both are satisfied because of the conditions for the 
transitions. 
C~2 : mSi3c & c ~ A @ Ci2 ~ [W +- remove(i, W)](m)S,3 A @ Cia . 
Only (vi), (vii), and (xii) affected. Since no control state can contain {C/2, T4} or 
{C~2 , T6}, (vi) and (vii) remain true. From (xi), (iii), and (iv) we have i E W and 
hence ~ i-transferringl(c ) and i $L  before the transition, and i6  W after the 
transition. Therefore (xii) is satisfied. 
Ci~ : mS,3c & c = A + C~3 ~ [M~ +- 2](re)S,3 A + D/.  
Only (i) and (iv) affected. Both are satisfied because (xii) is true before the transition. 
Cq : mS~c & c = A + Cq & T 7 r c & T 8 r c ~ IF [i cL](m) THEN mS/3 A + Ci6 
ELSE mSi, A + C/~. 
Only (x) and (xii) affected. (x) is satisfied because i ~ L necessary for the transition 
to C i .  From (ix) and because iCL  and -~ i-transferringl(c ) are necessary for 
the transition to C~, (xii) is satisfied afterwards. 
Ci~ : mSi3c & c = A + C,~ ~ [~I i+-  0](m)S,3 A + D i . 
Only (i) and (iv) affected. (xii) implies i r L and --n i-transferringl(c), so (i) and (iv) 
are both satisfied. 
Ci6 : mSi3c & c = A @ Ci, ~ [L +- remove(i, L)](m)Si3 A -[- CiT . 
Only (v) and (xii) affected. From (x), (ii), and (iv) we have i eL  and hence 
-1 i-transferringl(c ) and i 6 W before the transition, and i 6L  afterwards. There- 
fore (xii) is satisfied, Since we move to Ci~, (v) is also satisfied. 
C,s : mS,  c & c = A + C,s & T 9 (E c ~ [M, +- 1](m)S~a A + Of.  
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Only (i), (iv), and (v) affected. (xii) implies i eL  and -~ i-transferringl(c), so (i) 
and (iv) are satisfied. Since the transition cannot take place if transferring2(c ) 
(v) is also satisfied. 
Wservlee(Siz) : The statements hat can make Sis false are checked below: 
T 2 : mS,ac & c = A + T~ & "'" ~ IF [W = A](m) THEN mSi~ A + Ta 
ELSE mS,, A + T4. 
Only (vi) affected, and is satisfied because W va A necessary for the transition to T 4 . 
T 4 : mS,  c & c = A + T 4 :> [x +-- top(W)](m)Si3 A + T6. 
Only (vii) is affected, and is satisfied by the effect of the transition. (vi) remains 
true because W is not changed. 
T n :mSic&c  =A +T 6 ~ [W~pop(W)] (m)S~A +T 7. 
Only (i), (iv), (viii), (xi), and (xii) affected. From (vi) and (vii) we know that W = A 
and x ~ top(W) before the transition. We will have i-transferringl(c ) after the 
transition if and only if x = i = top(W) before the transition. If  we don't get 
to i-transferringx(c ), then (i), (iv), and (viii) all remain true (i is not removed 
from W). If we do remove i from W we get to i-transferringl(c), and again (i), 
(iv), and (viii) remain true. We can only make (xii) become false if i 6 W before 
the transition and i-transferring~(c) after the transition, which is impossible. 
(xi) is satisfied because no control state can contain {Ci~ , T6}. 
T s : mS, . f  & c ~- A + Ts ~ [L +-  add(x, L)](m)S,~ A -~/ '9 .  
Only (i), (ii), (iii), (v), and (xii) affected. To affect (i), (ii), (iii), and (xii) we must add 
i to L, which will only be the case if we have i-transferringl(c ) before the transition 
and i-transferring2(c ) (and i 6 L) after the transition. (v) and (xii) are immediately 
satisfied, and (ii) and (iii) are satisfied from (iv). Also (iv) implies that (i) is 
satisfied. 
7"9 : mS~3c & c = A + I'9 & "'" ~ [M~ +-- 7](m)Si~ A + T 1 . 
Only (i) affected. By (v), if D~, B~- or C,1 E c after the transition then i 6L ,  so (i) 
is satisfied. 
No transition can make S~ false, so Wp(Si.) is true and Si~ (~ Sq is a valid assignment 
rorP. | 
Thus, any computation that starts off with values of  L ,  W and M~ satisfying S~ 1 will 
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always have values satisfying Sil .  (Note that the validity of Sis also ensures that the 
program never "hangs up" by trying to remove a customer from a list when he is not 
present on the list.) 
OBSERVATIONS 
1. Both these proofs were long, but it can be argued that they are as short as any 
convincing proofs could be. The length comes not from any clumsiness of the assertion 
method but from the program itself. The behavior of the program is really very com- 
plex, and the proofs follow quite closely the reasoning that must be made in any proof. 
The advantage of the method over more informal reasoning is clearly that it brings out 
all the cases. In fact many of the constraints were found to be necessary while attempt- 
ing these proofs. Although the program appeared to behave in the desired way, in fact 
it didn't in certain circumstances which were discovered by attempting the proofs. 
Of course, a reasonable program would have much simpler behavior, produced by 
having larger "critical sections." We have deliberately considered this program to show 
that the method can handle great complexity. 
2. For parallel programs, proofs of assertions can not be simplified by applying 
the "one assertion per loop" rule for sequential programs. Between the execution of 
any two textually successive statements in a program there may occur abitrary amounts 
of computation, elsewhere in the program. Nevertheless, some simplifications in 
applying the method may well be found. 
3. Despite these proofs, we can not claim that the program is "correct." Even if we 
do not consider the problem of what "correctness" could mean, we see that there are 
some desirable properties of the program that we have not proved, and which seem to 
be beyond the scope of the assertion method. For example, we have not proved that the 
waiting list works correctly, that no one can "jump the queue." Any properties relating 
situations at different imes can not be handled. A crucial requirement for the program 
might be: if ever customer i enters book-i, eventually he will get some response from 
the system, i.e., he will get a new message M t and exit from book-i. We have shown 
that if he gets a message it correctly reflects his status on the various lists, and we 
can even check that he gets put on or taken off the lists in the appropriate situations. 
But we can not be sure that he will eventually get out of book-i. It might appear 
that this is where we can resurrect he finite delay property. We can show there 
are no deadlocks in the program, so if we have the finite delay property, each of 
the subprograms hould keep going at some finite rate, ensuring that we get out 
of book-i, for example. Unfortunately, even without deadlocks, it is possible for 
book-i to be permanently stopped (and so even the finite delay property cannot help us)I 
For example, assume customers i, j, and k are all on the waiting list, and customer i 
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tries to book again just as he is being transferred to the flight list by the service routine. 
We can end up with a control state containing {Bq, 719} , and Bq is stopped by T a to 
ensure that the messages don't get "crossed." Now imagine that customer j tries to 
book again, and gets to B G , and also customer k tries to book, reaching Bk~. Now 
T 9 is stopped as well as Bq.  By the finite delay property, eventually Bj~ and Bk~ must 
be executed, but if B~2 goes first, say, there is nothing to prevent customer j  trying to 
rebook before Bk2 is executed, stopping TawithB~. ~once more. Bk~ can now be executed, 
but we can get back to B G before Bj2 moves. And so on. We see that it is possible for 
T 9 to be permanently stopped by a continually changing pattern of constraints. This 
situation is not deadlock, and in fact is much more difficult to detect. We might coin 
the term "livelock" to describe it. So we see that the program in fact is not correct 
if we require every subprogram to keep going. Admittedly the circumstances under 
which livelock can occur in this program are rather esoteric, but they may not be in 
other programs. It is probably possible to construct parallel programs where, for 
example, a round-robin algorithm, to decide which statement to execute next, gives 
precisely the behavior which results in livelock of some process. 
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